Rulebook

IMMERSIVE PLAY
Welcome to Cthulhu Island, a game of area control,
engine building, and action selection.
Summon creatures, build attractions and entice
visitors to your otherworld theme park.
In Cthulhu Island, cultists travel the world to create
the best and most grotesque theme park, filled with
creatures and elder gods from other dimensions and
realms beyond this world.

the story of Cthulhu Island
In a darkened room, hidden away from the prying eyes of
the public, sat eight people below the watchful eye of a
grotesque statue, shaped in the image of that thing which
had been calling out to them in their dreams. A Dark Entity.
Eldritch, shapeless, yet always in the form of something
recognizable. Something out of nightmares. The statue
was impossible to look at for long. From certain angles, it
resembled a host of skulls in a plume of smoke. From other
angles, it was reminiscent of a giant snake or a spider. And no
matter where one sat at the table in front of it, it was always
looking directly at you.
The eight were discussing this dream they shared. All
were versed in the occult and knew that it was no dream.
Something ancient had called out to them, had herded them
to unsuspecting Newport. An island, a few miles off the coast,
was where it wanted them. Here, the merciful shroud of
ignorance that protects us against the madness of the cosmos
was weakest. Here, they would bring people in and feed
the Dark Entity. Flesh was of no concern to it. It demanded
unbridled, unparalleled fear. The world had just seen the
horrors of the Great War, followed by the Great Depression
that shook an already unstable foundation. The time was
ripe. Fear was palpable in the air. If the eight could bring
the Dark Entity what it demanded, they would be rewarded.
Knowledge beyond Earth, power beyond imagining. And they
had a plan.
Entrepreneurs and artists among them suggested the building
of a theme park. In this era of fear and anxiety, it would be an
oasis of amusement and a place where people could forget
their worries for a while. And while the visitors were having
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fun, the park directors would be working in the dark corners
of the park, using the island’s connection to the cosmos to
call upon ancient beings, the Eldritch Gods, and their spawn.
When the time was right, they would set these monstrosities
loose upon the theme park. Trapped in rides, and with no
way off the island, the visitors would be spurred into panic.
And as the monsters would feast on their flesh, so would the
Dark Entity feast on this most delicious fear.
Getting the permits and funding for the park was easy.
Newport was more than excited to have a theme park built
right off their coast. It would be the economic kickstart
that the city needed, creating plentiful jobs and drawing
tourists in. While the park was being built, the eight directors
gathered their people. They would need many loyal and
mindless workers to see this through.
Loyalty, however, was not felt towards their fellow directors.
As construction went on, their dreams intensified. It became
clear that the Dark Entity would not be satisfied with the
meager offerings of cooperation. It would bestow its power
and knowledge upon only one of them. And so, under the
pretense of working together, the park directors summoned
their followers and the eldritch beings that they worshipped,
and pitted them against each other, hoping to sabotage the
other directors’ efforts. The directors would soon know
nothing but their rivalry and dark ambitions. The people of
Newport would soon know nothing but horror. The world will
be screaming with fright and frenzy, while ministers of the
Eldritch Gods bellow and slay around monoliths in the dark
corners of Cthulhu Island.
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Introduction

Components

BACKSTORY

MINIATURES

America is in the clutches of the Great Depression.
The economy is in shambles, there’s not enough jobs,
and people are out of house and home. In this era of
fear and anxiety, something ancient has awoken. A
dark entity, fear itself given shape, has come.
In the city of Newport, powerful people attuned to
the dark arts have heard its call and have gathered.
For personal gain or a greater cause, these people
desire the power that the Dark Entity promises, and
in exchange, they must feed it fear. A lot of fear. To
do so, these people have come up with a perfect
plan. Under the pretense of creating jobs and a place
for people to forget their worries, they have begun
the construction of a grand theme park: CTHULHU
ISLAND.
As park directors, they will create a place of fun
and wonder. But when the visitors are at their most
vulnerable, their everyday fear put aside for a while,
they will experience a new and twisted terror.
Monsters lurk in the dark corners of the park, waiting
for the directors to summon them. True fear will
reign, and the Dark Entity will feast. Only one director
will be granted its favor, and so they squabble
amongst themselves to create the most fearsome
theme park the world has ever seen.
In this era of fear and anxiety, things are about to get
a whole lot worse.

x1

x1

x1

x1

Jing Jing
miniature

Astrid
miniature

Enoch
miniature

William
miniature

PARK CARDS

x 30

x 30

x 30

x 30

x 10

Rituals

Attractions

Portals

Events

End Game
cards

GOAL
Explore Cthulhu Island to find resources, attractions,
rituals, and portals to build your theme park. By
controlling island locations and building your park,
you gain more resources which will help you achieve
the ultimate goal: Fear. You gain Fear points from
attractions and by dominating locations. The player
with the most Fear points at the end is the winner.

COMPONENTS
1x rulebook
4x Eldritch miniatures
4x Director miniatures
4x Director boards
4x Power Boards
4x Eldritch Boards
4x Tracker iece
20x Altars
80x Power Cubes
80x Novice cultists
40 x Leader Cultists
30x Stone material tokens
30x Wood material tokens
15x Skulls material tokens
15x Blood material tokens
20x Eldritch Power tokens
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3x Starting Tiles
9x Level I location tiles
9x Level II location tiles
9x level III location tiles
100x visitor meeples
40x eldritch visitor meeples
2x visitor bags
30x Ritual cards
30x Attractions cards
30x Portas cards
30x Event cards
10x End Game cards
4x white combat dice
2x grey combat dice
1x black combat die

Player Pieces
The box contains player pieces for four colours: Red, blue, purple and orange.

x1

x5

x 20

x 20

x 10

Tracker
piece

Altars

Power
cubes

Novice
cultists

Leader
cultists

Shared Resource tokens

DICE

x 30

x 30

x 15

x 15

x 20

x4

Stone

Wood

Skulls

Blood

Eldritch
Power

White
Novice

x1
Black
Eldritch

x2
Grey
Leader

x1

x1

Cthulhu
miniature

Hastur
miniature

x1

x1

Dagon
miniature

Yig
miniature

BOARDS

x 4 Eldritch Boards

x 4 Director Boards
1x Astrid, 1x Enoch,
1x Jing Jing, 1x William

1x Cthulhu, 1x Father Dagon,
1x Hastur, 1x Yig

Eldritch visitor meeples

Common visitor meeples

x 20

x 14

x6

Green

Teal

Purple

Location Tiles

x 50

x 35

x 15

Green

Teal

Purple

x 4 Power Boards
Four Power Boards, each
with a different setup.

Visitor Bags

x1

x1

Eldritch
Visitor Bag

Common
Visitor Bag

Starting Tiles

x9

x9

x9

x3

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1 x Visitor Centre, 1 x Power
Source, 1 x Bus Station
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Setup
1

Each player chooses a DIRECTOR BOARD, POWER BOARD, and ELDRITCH
BOARD (or they can be handed out randomly). These three boards
form your PLAYER DASHBOARD A . Then take the corresponding
Eldritch and Director miniatures B .

2

Choose a player color, and take the game pieces of your chosen
color. Place them next to your DASHBOARD C .
The game pieces in your player area are your personal supply.

3

Take the starting LOCATION TILES D and place them face-up in the
middle of the table so that they form the center of the island.

4

Divide the LOCATION TILES by their levels (I,II & III; IV expansion
only), and shuffle each pile separately. Place the piles face-down
within reach of all players E .

5

Each player places one NOVICE CULTIST
D .

6

F in the ELDRITCH VISITOR BAG, and
Place all ELDRITCH VISITORS
G in the COMMON VISITOR BAG. Then each
COMMON VISITORS
player draws an EVENT CARD and takes the amount and types of
VISITORS shown on the card from the bags, and puts them onto the
table. These are the initially available VISITORS .

7

Place all COMMON MATERIAL tokens H and all ELDRITCH MATERIAL
tokens I within reach of all players.

8

Shuffle the RITUAL cards J , ATTRACTION cards K , PORTAL
cards L , and EVENT
cards M to form their respective decks
face-down.

9

Shuffle and place three END GAME CARDS N face-up within view of
everyone. These are the end game conditions for this game.

10

The person who most recently visited a theme park is the first
player.

11

Counter-clockwise, starting with the last player and going around
the table, each player gains power and cards according to their
Power board setup information O :

12
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on each STARTING LOCATION

a

Look at how many Power Cubes you start with, and place that
many cubes into the INACTIVE fields of the four POWER ACTIONS
on the POWER BOARD, while adhering to the INFLUX LIMIT rule:
You can place a maximum of two POWER CUBES on a POWER
ACTION in the same turn.

b

Draw cards from the card decks matching the symbols on your
Power board. Look at them, and place them face-up in your
park area P .

Place your FAVOR TRACK marker on 0

Q

on the POWER BOARD.

SETUP EXAMPLE
During step 11, Enoch looks at the bottom of his POWER BOARD and takes the
corresponding starting resources:

He gets 6x POWER (P) CUBES, and draws 1x ATTRACTION (AC) CARD and 2x PORTAL (PC) for
his park.
In step 11a, he decides where to put his starting POWER (P). Adhering to the
INFLUX LIMIT rule, he puts 2 (P) on ASSIGN, 2 (P) on EXPLORE, and 2 (P) on ACQUIRE,
leaving LEAD empty. The POWER (P) CUBES are placed in the INACTIVE fields of the
POWER ACTIONS.
In step 11b, Enoch draws 1x ATTRACTION (AC) and 2x PORTAL (PC) cards from
the decks, and places them faceup in front of his DASHBOARD (or wherever he
decides his park area is).
In step 12, he sets the marker on 0 on his FAVOR TRACK, and his setup is complete.
The next player, counter-clockwise, may now begin their Director's setup.
Q

The Favor Track.

O

Power Board
Setup information

Suggeste
of the pla d placement
yer's par
k cards.

ement
Suggested plac
rk
pa cards.
of the player's

F

Eldritch
Visitor
meeples.

G

Common
Visitor
meeples.

D

J

The three starting locations:
Visitor Centre, Power Source
and Bus Station.

N
K
E
Location
tiles

L

I
M

Eldritch Material
tokens (blood, skulls,
Eldritch power)

H

Common Material
tokens (wood, stone)

C

P
ment
d place
Suggeste 's park cards.
layer
of the p

Suggeste
of the pla d placement
yer's par
k cards.

The personal
game pieces.

B

A Director and Eldritch
miniature.

A
The Dashboard:
A Director, a Power Board and an Eldritch God.
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Component anatomy
Player dashboard

The PLAYER DASHBOARD is combined of three boards: A DIRECTOR BOARD,
a POWER BOARD and an ELDRITCH BOARD. In the setup, players choose
their combination of the three boards and put them together to form
their DASHBOARD.

A
B

A

C

D

B

E

C

F

G

Power Board Breakdown
Director Board Breakdown
A

B

C
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Director information:
This shows the name, title and portrait of the
Director.
Passive Ability:
Each Director has their own unique static ability
which can be used when other players take an
action.
Director bio and quote:
This provides more insight into the background of
the Director and tells you what kind of person they
are, and expands on the lore of CTHULHU ISLAND.

The order of the power actions are unique on
each POWER BOARD. Besides the four main power
actions, there is one additional unique power
action which players may choose to take instead
of the normal power action.
A

Favor Track:
The marker advances along the Favor track to
record a player's loyalty to their Ancient One.

B

Eldritch God effect levels:
As you progress along the Favor Track, you will
unlock Eldritch God Abilities when you reach
certain milestones. There are three levels of
abilities for each Eldritch God.

A

C

D E

Power Pit:
The Power Pit is the area on the board where
POWER
cubes are placed. It contains the
name of the POWER ACTION, and the Power Pit
is divided into two fields: the ACTIVE and IDLE
field.
Active/Inactive:
The ACTIVE side of the Power Pit is where
CUBES are slid upwards to activate the action.
The IDLE side is where POWER
CUBES are
placed during the SETUP and REFRESH phases.

F

Special Ability:
The special ability available.

G

Board title and starting Resources:
This shows the amount of POWER
CUBES a
player starts with, and which PARK CARDS to
draw as part of their setup.

B

C

ELDRITCH Board Breakdown
A

Eldritch information:
This shows the name and title of the Eldritch God.

B

Literary quote:
A quote to pique your curiosity and encourage you
to read and learn more about the Cthulhu mythos!

C

Eldritch God effects:
These show the three Eldritch abilities that are
unlocked as you progress on your favor track.
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Component anatomy – Park Cards
Ritual, Portal and Attraction Cards

The RITUAL, PORTAL, and ATTRACTION cards can all be built in your
park. They have an initial cost to construct, which will give you other
resources in return. After this, you have access to the Fear points or
abilities on the card.

Ritual Card Breakdown

Portal Card Breakdown

A

B

A

C

D

C

A

Attraction Card Breakdown

B

A

D

C

B

C
E
A
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Unlock cost:
The cost in resources to unlock this

C
E

A

.

Unlock cost:
The cost in resources to unlock this

D

A

E
A

.

Unlock cost:
The cost in resources to unlock this

.

B

Resource bonus:
The one-time bonus resources you gain
when unlocking this Ritual.

B

Resource bonus:
The one-time bonus resources you gain
when unlocking the Portal.

B

Resource bonus:
The one-time bonus resources you gain
when unlocking the attraction.

C

Ability:
The special ability this Ritual card grants
you after it has been unlocked.

C

Unlocked Effect:
Once unlocked, you may use this effect
when using the ACQUIRE action.

C

Fear Points:
The amount of Fear Points this
Attraction gives after it has been
unlocked.

D

Flavor text.

D

Flavor text.
D

Flavor text.

E

Ritual card symbol.

E

Portal card symbol.
E

Attraction card symbol.

Event and End Game cards
EVENT CARDS are drawn when placing certain

locations, and have either beneficial or detrimental
effects. END GAME CARDS determine the conditions for
when the game ends.

Event Card Breakdown
A

End Game Card Breakdown

A

B
C

B

C

D

A

Event title.

A

End Game title.

B

Visitor pool increase:
These icons show the visitor meeples
that are now added to the pool of
available Visitors.

B

End condition:
This shows the end condition of this End
Card.

C

Flavor text.

C

Event Effect:
Describes what happens in this event.

D

Flavor text.
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Resources Breakdown
Visitors

RESOURCES are mostly gained on your own turn, either from EXPLORING
LOCATIONS, unlocking PARK CARDS, or activating effects. They can, however,

also be gained during opponents’ turns from Director abilities, effects, or
EVENT cards.
VISITORS – COMMON AND ELDRITCH

Whenever you gain RESOURCES, you may immediately use them to unlock
PARK cards, even if it isn’t your turn. If you can’t use them immediately,
store them in your personal supply area. When you later gain resources
that, together with your stored resources, can unlock a Park card, you may
immediately unlock it.

Power
Each player has their own personal supply of POWER .
It is gained mostly from RITUALS , and is used for POWER
ACTIONS and for unlocking PORTALS .

TOKEN

POWER

GAIN ANY
ONE COLOR

ICON

When you gain POWER , you may put it onto any INACTIVE
field on your POWER BOARD, up to the INFLUX LIMIT, or use
it to pay for unlocking a PARK CARD. You may also store it
in your PLAY AREA. You can put it onto your POWER BOARD
later at any time.

THREE COLOURS
REQUIRED

EVENT CARDS
will attract new VISITORS of both kinds. When drawing
an EVENT CARD , take the shown amount and type of visitors from their
respective bags and put them on the table.

COMMON

Both COMMON VISITORS and ELDRITCH VISITORS
colors and rarities: Green, teal and purple.

ELDRITCH

TOKEN

WOOD

SKULLS

BLOOD

come in three different

require a certain amount of visitors of different colors to be
unlocked, as indicated by the greyscale icons – but it is up to the player to
decide which combination of different colors to use.

ELDRITCH
POWER

ATTRACTIONS

are gained mostly from LOCATIONS . ELDRITCH VISITORS
are gained mostly from PORTALS . When you gain a VISITOR, take any rarity
from the table. If there are none, you cannot gain a VISITOR. This applies to
both kinds.
EXAMPLES

ICON

COMMON VISITORS

STONE and WOOD are COMMON MATERIALS. They are gained mostly from
LOCATIONS, and are used to unlock RITUALS.

ing Jing wants to unlock this ATTRACTION.
To do so, she needs three COMMON VISITORS, all of
different colors, and one ELDRITCH Visitor. She uses a
green, teal, and purple COMMON VISITOR, as well as a
green ELDRITCH VISITOR, and unlocks the ATTRACTION.

BLOOD and SKULLS are ELDRITCH MATERIALS, so they are rarer than
the COMMON MATERIALS. They are gained mostly from un<locking
ATTRACTIONS, and are used to unlock RITUALS.
ELDRITCH POWER
works the same way as POWER, except it is
shared among the players, and it is rarer. It is also gained mostly
from RITUALS . Eldritch Power is used for POWER ACTIONS and
unlocking PORTALS .

EX^AMPLE 1
On a later turn, Jing Jing wants to open another

If ELDRITCH POWER is used for a POWER ACTION, it is not sowed
during the REFRESH PHASE. Instead, it goes back into the INACTIVE field
of the POWER ACTION that you used that turn.
You may not substitute a POWER
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TWO COLOURS
REQUIRED

While also a resource, VISITORS work a little differently than the materials.
There is only a small amount available at the beginning of the game, so more
VISITORS of both kinds must be attracted to Cthulhu Island in order to increase
availability.

Materials

STONE

ONE COLOR
REQUIRED

CUBE cost with ELDRITCH POWER

.

ATTRACTION. This time, it requires four COMMON
VISITORS, two of one color, and two of another. She
uses two teal and two purple COMMON VISITORS.

Location Tiles

Location Tile Breakdown

TILES make up the Island, which will
expand as you EXPLORE new . As players EXPLORE,

LOCATION

they harvest resources on the explored location
immediately, and they may immediately place an
ALTAR
or their DIRECTOR on the tile, if they
have any Altars left or still haven't placed their
Director on a location .

B

A

Once a LOCATION TILE has been placed, players
taking their turn can move to and from that
location with CULTISTS (as well as DIRECTORS and
ELDRITCH GODS , if possible), seeking INFLUENCE or
DOMINANCE.

C

A

Tile Name.

B

Directional Numbers.

C

Fear Points:
The player who has DOMINANCE on this tile
at the end of the game scores the publicity
of the tile.
point value

D

Event Trigger:
will
Tiles that feature the Event icon
trigger an event when they are added to the
island. Immediately draw a card from the
EVENT
DECK and resolve the effects. After
the event is resolved, place the card on the
bottom of the deck, then continue with your
action.

E

Location Resources:
These are the resources you harvest when
placing a location. (see pg.<?>)

Players with INFLUENCE on a location tile may spend
power when taking an ACQUIRE action to activate
the LOCATION EFFECT.
Finally locations also grant FEAR POINTS if a player
has DOMINANCE on the location when the game ends.
LOCATION

TILES come in various levels depending

on start tiles, core game tiles and expansion tiles.
Example (I, II, III, (core) IV expansion).

D

E

F

Activation Effect:
Some locations have effects you can activate
using the ACQUIRE action, if you have
INFLUENCE on that tile. This lists the costs in
POWER
CUBES and what the action does.

G

G

Flavor text.

Player Pieces breakdown
ALTAR

POWER
CUBES

NOVICE
CULTISTS

LEADER
CULTISTS

TOKEN

FAVOR
TRACKER

POWER CUBES
The POWER CUBES are used for Power Actions and building your park.
(see "Power" on opposite page.)

ICON

NOVICE CULTIST
The MINI MEEPLE represents players'
count towards your DOMINANCE.

TRACKER PIECE
The TRACKER PIECE is used to mark the progress on players' FAVOR
TRACK.

LEADER CULTIST
The MEEPLE represents players'
towards your DOMINANCE.

. Cultists grant INFLUENCE and

. Cultists grant INFLUENCE and count

ALTARS
Altars grant INFLUENCE on a location. Each player has five at their
disposal. They are placed as part of placing a , and cannot be moved
once placed (unless a specific card or ability allows you to).
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Gameplay

How to Win

In Cthulhu Island players take on the role of Park
Director, vying for the Dark Entity’s power and
attention by being the one to gain the most fear.
Through attractions built in your park, and by having
dominance on locations at the end of the game, you
score victory points through fear.
When an end-game card triggers, the game will
continue its current round and end. The player
with the most Victory Points from park cards and
dominated locations, at the end, is the winner.

Rounds & Turns
Cthulhu Island is played in rounds until the EndGame condition is triggered (see pg.XX).
During each round, players take turns in
clockwise order, starting with the first player.
During a player’s turn, they will be taking POWER
ACTIONS to gain RESOURCES and PARK CARDS. Park
Cards are unlocked in the PARK AREA by paying
the resource cost in increments, so a players do
not have to have all the required resources in
one go.

RESOURCES can also be gained on opponents’ turns,
and a player may also pay to unlock a PARK CARD

during opponents’ turns. (Resources & building
your park is explained in their own sections.)
A player's turn consists of three phases: Eldritch,
Power and Refresh phase. The next player may
begin their turn during the Refresh phase of the
previous player.

The Turn Phases Briefly Explained
1

ELDRITCH PHASE
During the Eldritch phase you may use one
of your Eldritch God’s unlocked effects.

2

If you use an effect, deplete your Favor
Track and resolve the effect.

POWER PHASE
During the Power Phase, the active player
chooses one of four Power actions and
carries out its effects.

After the effects of the action have been
resolved, move on to the REFRESH PHASE.

The four Power actions are: EXPLORE,
ACQUIRE, ASSIGN, and LEAD (the powers are
explained in detail on pg. X).

3

REFRESH PHASE
(The next player may start their turn during this phase.)

The Refresh Phase consists of two steps:

1
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Favor: Count the number of unspent
from the POWER ACTION chosen in
the Power Phase. Increase your FAVOR
TRACK by that amount. Then move
them to the ACTIVE field of that Power
Action.

2

Sowing: Take all the from the ACTIVE
field. Put one cube in each INACTIVE
field of the four POWER actions,
starting with the one to the right of the
activated POWER action, continuing
right and looping around to the other
side at the end, until there are no left
in your hand.

POWER PHASE EXAMPLE
Jing Jing decides to take the EXPLORE action
on her turn. She has four on the INACTIVE
EXPLORE FIELD.
to the ACTIVE field and
.

A

She moves one
draws a LEVEL I

B

Not needing the resources it would give if
she chose to place it, she spends another
to draw another LEVEL I . This one
has the resources she’s looking for, and
she chooses to place it, harvesting its
resources, and puts the other tile on the
bottom of the LEVEL I PILE.

C

A

B

C

She has two leftover that she chooses
not to spend, since she wants to increase
her Favor Track in the Refresh Phase, and
ends her Power Phase.

REFRESH PHASE EXAMPLE
A

Jing Jing increases her FAVOR TRACK by
two, since she left two unspent from her
EXPLORE action during the Power Phase
(see above).

B

She puts these two remaining into the
ACTIVE field of the EXPLORE pit.

C

D

E

F

Now she sows her Power Board: She takes
all the from the ACTIVE EXPLORE field into
her hand. She drops one cube into the first
adjacent INACTIVE field to the right, which
is LEAD.
Looping around, she drops one of the
three remaining cubes in the INACTIVE field
of ACQUIRE.

A

C
B
D

E

E

F

F

C

D

Now two cubes remain in her hand. She
drops one into the next INACTIVE field to
the right which is ASSIGN.
Finally, she drops the last one in the
INACTIVE field of EXPLORE. There are now
no cubes on any ACTIVE fields and her turn

is done.
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Power Actions
There are four Power Actions: EXPLORE, ACQUIRE, ASSIGN and LEAD.

Explore Action:
Gaining Resources and placement

Each POWER BOARD has a unique Power Action order and each board also
has one additional UNIQUE POWER ACTION that players may choose instead
of the normal power action.

Taking an EXPLORE action, you spend power to draw Location tiles. Each
Location tile costs power equal to its level to draw (see chart). You may
draw as many tiles as you want, paying the power cost each time.

Every round, players take turns taking one Power Action on their POWER
BOARD.

LOCATION TILE COST
TAKING A POWER ACTION

1

Power Actions are taken in Phase 2 of the game turn.
(phase 1 is using Eldritch powers, if any).

2

Choose a POWER ACTION, and how many you wish to spend
on the action. Then slide that many from the INACTIVE field
to ACTIVE field on the corresponding Power Action Pit of the
POWER BOARD.

Resolve that action.

3

If you wish, you may then take additional actions of that
same Power type, so long as you have enough INACTIVE
power cubes to spend. If you do not wish to take any
more actions, or have no inactive cubes left, go to the
Refresh Phase.
In the Refresh phase, all active are moved to the
INACTIVE side one by one, to the pits on your right, and
looping around, until you have no left in your hand.

LEVEL I

LEVEL II

LEVEL III

P

PP

PPP

1. DRAWING A LOCATION TILE
Choose a tile level to draw, and move the required amount of from the
INACTIVE to the ACTIVE explore field. Then draw the top tile of that stack.
Choose whether to keep that tile, or spend power to draw another tile.
2. PLACING A LOCATION TILE
When you have finished drawing tiles, choose one of the them to place
on the Island. Place the rest on the bottom of their respective piles. A
LOCATION
TILE must be placed adjacent to two other tiles of its own level
or one level below.
3. HARVEST
After placing the tile –and resolving any events – you gain the RESOURCES
from the placed location and add them to your TOKEN POOL. Should the
HARVESTED resources not be available in the common token pool, find
adequate substitutes to simulate the token.
4. CLAIMING THE TILE
You may put an or your on the newly placed . If you have no
available , you cannot put down a new one.
and give you INFLUENCE on that tile and count towards your
DOMINANCE as well.
have static abilities affected by other players on
their turn, giving you a leg up if they conduct business in your proximity.
5. EVENTS
Some locations have an EVENT symbol . After placing a with an ,
card. EVENTS have beneficial or detrimental effects. Read the
draw an
card aloud and resolve its effect before moving on with your turn.
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Acquire Action:
Activating Effects
Some LOCATIONS

and PARK CARDS have effects with one or more
ACTIVATION ICONS . If you have INFLUENCE on a LOCATION
or have an
unlocked PARK CARD, you can activate their effects with the ACQUIRE
POWER ACTION.

A

B

A

To activate an effect, you must spend POWER CUBES equal to the
number of ACTIVATION icons. Then you resolve that effect.

ACQUIRE ACTION EXAMPLE
Astrid has a meeple on the Wooden Cabin, which grants her
INFLUENCE on that tile.
TILE PLACEMENT EXAMPLE
Enoch wants to place a City Hall, a level I Location Tile. A
location tile must be placed adjacent to two other tiles of the
same level, or one level below. He checks the board, and finds a
suitable spot.
A

Neighbour one is the Power Source starting tile. Starting tiles
count as level 0, making it one level below the City Hall tile.
B

Neighbour two is the Marsh Inn tile, another level I location,
which puts it at the same level as the City Hall.
Both adjacent tiles meet the requirement of being the same
level or one level lower as the tile being placed, and Enoch puts
the City Hall there.

The Wooden Cabin has an ACTIVATION EFFECT, and since Astrid
has INFLUENCE on that tile, she may use it. Astrid uses the
Acquire action on her turn.

A

A

AA

Wooden Cabin has an effect with
, meaning it
requires two Power cubes to activate. Astrid slides two
POWER
CUBES from INACTIVE to ACTIVE on the ACQUIRE
field on her POWER BOARD, and resolves the effect of City
Hall: Gain either two Stone or two Wood resources.
Astrid chooses to get two Stone resources, taking the
tokens from the shared supply.
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Power Actions, continued
Assign Action:
Gaining influence

Lead Action:
Battle for Dominance

When taking an ASSIGN power action, you may either:

1

Spend

to place a

2

Spend

to convert two of your

on any

; or
on the same location into a

Placing a on a costs one . You may choose any
where other players have influence.
Converting two of your into a
The two must be on the same

When taking a LEAD action, you may either:

costs two

.

tile, including

1

Spend one to move a Novice or Leader cultist to any adjacent
location; or

2

CONTEST a

on which you have CULTISTS or an
for more details on contesting a location.

A LEAD action can't move an
this way.

.

.

You may place a on a that already has one of your on it, and
convert two into a on the same turn, providing you have enough
available active in your ASSIGN field.

WHAT IS INFLUENCE & DOMINANCE?
Abilities and powers in Cthulhu Island will sometimes
make reference to INFLUENCE or DOMINANCE in
regards to LOCATION
tiles.
ǧ INFLUENCE:
A player is considered to have influence on
a
if they control ANY player pieces on the tile.
(multiple players can share a
and have
influence)

WHAT IS A PLAYER PIECE?
A PLAYER PIECE is any colored player specific piece.
Power cubes P, Novices , Leaders , the Directors
,Ancient Ones
and Altars ,are all considered
player pieces and share the player's chosen color.

ǧ DOMINANCE:
A player is considered to have dominance on
a
if they control the MOST player pieces on the
tile. (If there are multiple players that tie for most
resources they do not have dominance.)

WHAT IS A CULT FIGURE?
C
B

Example : The orange player has DOMINANCE on the
Bakery tile B and INFLUENCE on the Butchers tile C .
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A CULT FIGURE is either a ,
or
.
While a
and ,can contribute to influence and
dominance, they cannot take part in contesting a
location. (After all, you have people and monsters to
fight for you)

,

or

– only

and

. See the next page
may be moved

Contesting a Location
It is inevitable that players will clash over shared LOCATIONS in an effort to
stockpile resources, abilities or Fear points. The active player can initiate a
contest by taking the LEAD action during the ACTION PHASE. Players then engage
in a CONTEST by rolling the corresponding dice for the number of cult figures
participating.
Starting with the active player in clockwise order, each player resolves the
following combat steps:

1

Calculate & roll dice:
Determine the number of combat dice available and roll them.

2

Declare hits:
Assign hits to valid targets.

3

Apply damage:
Remove cult figures that have taken more hits than they have HP.

3. APPLY DAMAGE
After each of the hits has been assigned, damage is applied to each figure
targeted.
ǧ If a cult figure has been assigned hits equal to or greater than their total HP,
they are placed on their side along with a tombstone token to indicate they
have been killed. (Note that a killed cult figure still counts in calculating
dice if that player hasn't rolled yet in this contest)
ǧ Otherwise, if a cult figure is dealt damage equal to or greater than half their
HP, the figure is 'injured' and placed on its side with no token.
ǧ And if the

is dealt damage less than half its HP, nothing happens.

After all damage is applied, the next player resolves their combat turn until
each participating player has taken their turn.
At the end of combat all figures which were 'killed' are removed from the
location and returned to the players' supply.

1. CALCULATE & ROLL DICE
The player calculates the number and type of contest dice available to them by
totaling up their cult figures engaged in the contest. Using the chart below, each
figure is assigned the following dice. Then the dice are rolled simultaneously to
determine hits.

2. DECLARE HITS

D6 COMBAT DIE SIDES
NOVICE
1 HP

Each die face has either a blank side or a number. Blanks are considered a miss,
and a number is the successful number of hits the cult figure deals.

LEADER
2 HP

Once all dice are rolled, the player declares which valid targets the successful
hits will be assigned to. All hits from a single die must be assigned to the same
target and cannot be split. The player can target any opponent cult figures that
are on the contested location with the exception of the . An
can only be
targeted if its player has no other cult figures on that location.

ELDRITCH GOD
8 HP
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Building your park
Your theme park on Cthulhu Island is made up of three types of PARK CARDS:
ATTRACTIONS , RITUALS
and PORTALS .

Gain an ATTRACTION card

Gain a PORTAL card

Gain a RITUAL card

When you gain a PARK CARD, place it face-up in your PARK AREA. We suggest
you make room for your PARK AREA above your PLAYER DASHBOARD.

ATTRACTIONS (VICOTRY POINTS)
ATTRACTIONS grant you VICTORY POINTS at the end of the game once
unlocked, which are used to win the game. You need COMMON VISITORS,
and in some cases ELDRITCH VISITORS, to unlock ATTRACTIONS.

PORTALS (ACTION OPTIMIZATION)
Lets you get ELDRITCH VISITORS. (COMMON VISITORS are usually acquired
from LOCATIONS.) Some
give you both. After unlocking, you can use the
ACQUIRE action to activate the card’s effect. To initially unlock a , you
need to give away P, losing those cubes from your POWER BOARD.

RITUALS (ENGINE BUILDING)
give you Pcubes as reward resources, in exchange for resources gained
from
and . After unlocking,
give you access to special effects called
REACTIONS. These can be used as part of a POWER ACTION, as listed on the
card.

PARK ECONOMY
The PARK CARDS of CTHULHU ISLAND synergize with each other, and you need
to build a strong park containing all kinds if you hope to gain enough VICTORY
POINTS and win the game.
Example of a PARK AREA.

UNLOCKING A PARK CARD

B

A
A
C

To unlock a PARK CARD, you must pay the required RESOURCES listed on the left
of the card. A These RESOURCES can be paid one at a time, as you gain them, by
putting them on the card.
When all the required RESOURCES are on the card, it’s unlocked. Immediately gain
the reward RESOURCES. B The effects or points of the card are now unlocked
and available.
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EXAMPLE OF BUILDING YOUR PARK
It is Enoch’s turn. From his STARTING RESOURCES, he has two PORTALS and one
ATTRACTION.

Both of the RITUALS can be unlocked to gain enough POWER to open
the blue PORTAL. To unlock the RITUALS, however, Enoch will need
STONE and WOOD. For that, he will need to EXPLORE the Island.

The RITUALS require STONE and WOOD for activation.

Enoch's starting hand.
To UNLOCK the ATTRACTION, he will need three COMMON VISITORS – two
of the same colour and one in a different colour – and one ELDRITCH
VISITOR in any one colour.

The ATTRACTION CARD cost: Two COMMON VISITORS of the same
colour and one COMMON VISITOR of another colour, and one
ELDRITCH VISITOR in any colour.

He will be able to gain some of the visitors from his PORTALS, but he needs

With enough STONE and WOOD to activate the RITUALS, Enoch
begins opening his park. Starting with the RITUALS, he gains
three POWER.
That is enough POWER to open the blue PORTAL, which he
does immediately, gaining an ELDRITCH VISITOR of any color.
Enoch takes a green one.
Enoch is in no rush to unlock his ATTRACTION yet, since
the points are not relevant until the end, but he can start
ACQUIRING enough COMMON VISITORS from the blue PORTAL to
get ready. And more than likely, he will soon need those two
SKULLS that the ATTRACTION will give him.

POWER to unlock them:

The respective Power cost of the two Portals in Enoch's starting hand.

Since POWER is gained from RITUALS, Enoch uses the ACQUIRE POWER
ACTION to gain two RITUAL cards from the "POWER SOURCE” STARTING
LOCATION.

The RITUALS gained from the ACQUIRE action.
The first yields two POWER when activated,
the other yields one POWER upon activation.
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Glossary
ACTIVE FIELD - the top part of a Power Action, where you put Pcubes when using
that action.

INACTIVE - The bottom part of a Power Action, where you put your unspent
Pcubes.

ACQUIRE - a Power Action, used to activate effects from Locations and Park
cards.

INFLUENCE - You have Influence on a Location where you have any player
pieces. You must have Influence to use the Acquire Power Action on a Location.

ATTRACTION - a Park card that scores you Fear points when unlocked.

INFLUX LIMIT - You can put a maximum of two Pcubes on an INACTIVE field per
turn.

ASSIGN - a Power Action, used to put Novice cultists on Locations or upgrading
two Novices to a Leader.
CONTEST - When taking a Lead action, you initiate a contest on a location where
you and other players have Cult Figures.

LEAD - a Power Action used to move Cultists and initiate contests.
LOCATION - The hexagonal tiles making up Cthulhu Island.
LEADER - an upgraded Cultist with better contest dice.

CULTIST - Term for both Novice and Leader player pieces.
MATERIALS - Refers to Wood, Stone, Blood, and Skull.
CULT FIGURE - Player pieces that can participate in a contest. These are Cultists
and Eldritch Gods.

NOVICE - the basic Cultist.

DAMAGE - The amount of hits assigned to a Cult Figure during a contest. If this
exceeds their HP, they are removed from the location after the contest ends.

PLACEMENT - Locations must be placed adjacent to at least two other tiles of its
own level or one level below.

DIRECTOR - The figure corresponding to your Director board. Counts towards
Influence and Dominance on its Location.

PORTAL - a Park card with an effect that can be activated using the Acquire
action.

DIRECTOR BOARD - The Director board shows the special, static ability that
works in relation to what happens on or adjacent to your Director's Location.

POWER ACTION - all actions available on the Power board.

DOMINANCE - You have Dominance on a Location when you have the majority of
player pieces on it.

POWER CUBE - Cubes of your player color, representing your P

ELDRITCH BOARD - The Eldritch board shows the Eldritch God effects your
Eldritch God can use, and what level of effect they are.

RESOURCES - Term for materials and power.

ELDRITCH GOD - The figure corresponding to your Eldritch board. Counts towards
Influence and Dominance, and can participate in contests.

SPEND - When using a Power Action, you must spend P. Slide INACTIVE cubes
into the ACTIVE slot of the Power Action.

ELDRITCH VISITOR - A type of resource, gained primarily from Portals and used to
unlock Attractions.

SOWING - In your Refresh Phase, you "sow" your ACTIVE
INACTIVE fields of your Power Actions.

EVENT - A Park card that is drawn when a Location with the
The effect of the Event card is resolved when it's drawn.

VISITOR - A type of resource, gained primarily from Locations and used to unlock
Attractions.

symbol is placed.

EXPLORE - a Power Action used to draw and place Location tiles. You also Harvest
resources from placed Locations during this action.
FEAR POINTS - Scored through Attractions and having Dominance on Location,
the player with the most Fear Points when the game ends is the winner.
FAVOR TRACK - Located at the top of your Power board. Used to track Favor,
and is marked with how much Favor you need to unlock the different levels of
Eldritch God effects.
HARVEST - When placing a Location tile, you gain the resources listed on it.
HITS - The number shown on a contest dice.
HP (HEALTH POINTS) - The amount of damage a Cult Figure can take before being
removed from a Location. Losing half, the figure is put on its side to show that it
is at half HP.
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POWER BOARD - the overview of your Power actions, Favor Track, starting
resources, and alternate Power Action.

P cubes across the

UNLOCK - Park cards have effects or points that are initially locked. You must
pay the required cost, seen on the left side, to unlock them.

Quick reference
PLAYER TURN:

1

Eldritch Phase
You may use an unlocked Eldritch God effect. If you do, deplete your
Favor Track.

2

Power Phase
Activate one of your Power Actions.

3

Refresh Phase
Increase your Favor Track by the amount of unspent P from your
activated Power Action.
Take all ACTIVE Pcubes and sow them to the right onto the INACTIVE
fields

EVENT: After placing a Location tile with the Event symbol , draw
an Event card and read it aloud. Resolve the effect written on the card
before harvesting resources and moving on with your turn.
FAVOR TRACK: Increase by the amount of unspent P after your Power
Phase. Reaching each Eldritch God effect level unlocks that effect.
REACTION: Effects on Ritual cards that can be used after the card has
been unlocked. You may use the Reaction ability immediately as part of
the action specified on the card.

EXPLORE: Draw one or more location tiles, spending one P per tile
level. Choose one location and place it on the Island. If the Location has
an symbol, draw an Event card and resolve it now. Gain the Harvest
Resources. A Location tile must be placed adjacent to two other tiles of
its own level or one level below.
ACQUIRE: Activate an effect on a Location or Park card. Activate by
spending P equal to the on the effect and resolve it.

a

ASSIGN: Place a Novice on a location or turn two Novices into a Leader.
Placing a Novice costs one P. Turning two Novices into a Leader costs
two P.
LEAD: Spend one P to move a cultist (Novice or Leader) to an adjacent
location. A Lead action can't move an Altar, Director, or Eldritch God.
You may contest a shared location.
CONTEST: A contest begins with the active player and goes in clockwise
order. Each player resolves the following combat steps:

1 Calculate & roll dice: Take the dice for each of your Cult
Figures in the contest and roll them.

2 Declare hits: Assign hits. Each die can only be assigned to a

can only be targeted if that player has no other
single target.
Cult Figures on that Location.

3 Apply damage: If a Cult Figure has taken more hits than it has
HP, it is killed. If it has taken more than half of its HP, it's put on
its side to indicate injury.
Note that a player still counts their killed figures when
calculating dice. A Director is never part of a contest.
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Icon Reference
Cultists

POWER

ELDRITCH
POWER

NOVICE

LEADER

DIRECTOR

ELDRITCH
GOD

ALTAR

LOCATION

ATTRACTION

RITUAL

PORTAL

EVENT

ACTIVATION
COST

FEAR
POINTS

Materials

WOOD

STONE

SKULL

BLOOD

Visitors

ANY COLOR

SECOND COLOR
REQUIRED

THIRD COLOR
REQUIRED

Combat Dice
NOVICE COMBAT DICE

LEADER COMBAT DICE

ELDRITCH GOD COMBAT DICE
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